The sofa that moves the living room outdoors
As the outdoor space becomes an increasingly important part of the home - where we eat, hang out, rest and read - it should be just as comfortable and flexible as the inside of the home. That's why we made HAVSTEN flexible sofa in powder coated steel with fluffy, comfortable cushions that resist both broiling sunlight and light rain. HAVSTEN is a durable and neutral base that you can easily add to and move around to create your own personal living room under the open skies.

Winner of the Red Dot Award 2017
HAVSTEN flexible sofa has been awarded one of the world's finest design awards – Red Dot Design Award – in the category for product design. The prized sofa was designed to be truly flexible – easy to move around and use to furnish in different ways. It's made in powder coated steel with fluffy, comfortable cushions that resist both broiling sunlight and light rain, and has detachable parts and materials so you can create your own favorite sofa under the open skies.

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide.

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.
COMBINATIONS

Overall size: Width x Depth x Height.

Armchair $290
Beige 592.519.30
Size: W38½"xD37"xH35½". Seat height 16½''.
Seat depth 24¼".

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28½"xW38½". Beige 904.045.39 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38"xD39½". Beige 404.045.32 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 1 pc
HAVSTEN Armrests, 2pk 404.045.13 1 pc

Chair $260
Beige 492.519.35
Size: W32½"xD37"xH35½". Seat height 16½''.
Seat depth 24¼".

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28½"xW38½". Beige 904.045.39 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38"xD39½". Beige 404.045.32 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat frame 104.045.19 2 pcs

Loveseat $520
Beige 292.519.60
Size: W70½"xD37"xH35½". Seat height 16½''.
Seat depth 24¼".

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28½"xW38½". Beige 904.045.39 2 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38"xD39½". Beige 404.045.32 2 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 2 pcs
HAVSTEN Armrests, 2pk 404.045.13 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat frame 104.045.19 1 pc

Loveseat without armrests $490
Beige 192.519.65
Size: W64½"xD37"xH35½". Seat height 16½''.
Seat depth 24¼".

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28½"xW38½". Beige 904.045.39 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38"xD39½". Beige 404.045.32 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat frame 104.045.19 2 pcs

Sofa $750
Beige 192.519.70
Size: W102½"xD37"xH35½". Seat height 16½''.
Seat depth 24¼".

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28½"xW38½". Beige 904.045.39 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38"xD39½". Beige 404.045.32 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Armrests, 2pk 404.045.13 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat frame 104.045.19 2 pcs

Sofa without armrests $720
Beige 592.519.87
Size: W96½"xD37"xH35½". Seat height 16½''.
Seat depth 24¼".

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28½"xW38½". Beige 904.045.39 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38"xD39½". Beige 404.045.32 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat frame 104.045.19 4 pcs

Chair $260
Beige 492.519.35
Size: W32½"xD37"xH35½". Seat height 16½''.
Seat depth 24¼".

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28½"xW38½". Beige 904.045.39 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38"xD39½". Beige 404.045.32 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat frame 104.045.19 2 pcs
COMBINATIONS

Overall size: Width x Depth x Height.

4-seat sofa $980
Beige 492.520.82
Size: W134¼xD37xH35⅜". Seat height 16½". Seat depth 24¼".

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28¼xW38½". Beige 904.045.39 4 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38¼xD39¾". Beige 404.045.32 4 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 4 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat frame 104.045.19 3 pcs
HAVSTEN Armrests, 2pk 404.045.13 1 pc

Add-on unit $230
Beige 292.519.98
You can easily make your HAVSTEN sofa longer with this add-on unit.
Size: W32¾xD37xH35⅜''. Seat height 16½''. Seat depth 24¼''.

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28¼xW38½''. Beige 904.045.39 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38¼xD39¾''. Beige 404.045.32 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 1 pc
HAVSTEN Seat frame 104.045.19 1 pc

4-seat sofa without armrests $950
Beige 692.672.90
Size: W128¼xD37xH35⅜''. Seat height 16½''. Seat depth 24¼''.

Shopping list
HAVSTEN Back cushion L28¼xW38¼''. Beige 904.045.39 4 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat pad W38¼xD39¾''. Beige 404.045.32 4 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat and back frame 504.045.22 4 pcs
HAVSTEN Seat frame 104.045.19 5 pcs
HAVSTEN Armrests, 2pk 404.045.13 1 pc

HOW TO BUILD

To make HAVSTEN really flexible, we completely separated its parts. Although you build HAVSTEN based on sections, each one-seat section consists of parts you buy and pick separately. The seat and back are one part. The armrest sides are one part. As you add on one-seat sections, you will need supporting stands. If you're building bigger than a 4-seat sofa, look for add-on units. One thing's the same. We've still made it as easy as possible to buy with our ready-made combinations.
The best way to extend the life of your outdoor furniture is by cleaning it regularly and not leaving it outdoors unprotected more than necessary.

**Metal**
Clean: With a mild soapy solution.

**Mesh**
Handwash. Do not bleach. Do not tumble dry. Do not iron. Do not dryclean.

**Cushion cover**

**Storing**
Sofa frame:
If possible, store in a cool dry place indoors. If the furniture is stored outside, cover it with a waterproof cover. After a rain or snowfall, wipe off excess water or snow from flat surfaces. Allow air to circulate to avoid condensation. In freezing temperatures, plastic can weaken and is not recommended for use.

Cushions:
Store the sofa cushions in a cool, dry place indoors when the season is over, preferably in a storage bag or storage box to protect from dirt and dust. Make sure the cushions are completely dry before storing them away.

**TOSTERÖ Waterproof storage bags and box for decorative cushions and throws.**

- **TOSTERÖ Storage bag for pads**
  100% polyester. W45⅝×D19¼×H13¾". Black 103.050.72 $19.99

- **TOSTERÖ Storage bag for pads**
  100% polyester. W24×D24×H13¾". Black 004.098.24 $14.99

- **TOSTERÖ Storage box**
  W50¼×D17¾×H31¼". Black 304.114.39 $49.99

**TOSTERÖ waterproof furniture covers**

- **TOSTERÖ Cover for outdoor furniture**
  L42¾×W33½×H35¼". Fits outdoor armchairs and easy chairs with max W43", max D34" and max H35".
  Black 304.279.25 $19.99

- **TOSTERÖ Cover for outdoor furniture**
  L66⅞×W39⅜×H34½". Fits outdoor 2-seat sofas with max W67", max D39" and max H34".
  Black 504.279.29 $29.99

- **TOSTERÖ Cover for outdoor furniture**
  L102⅜×W65×H33½". Fits for example outdoor 3-seat corner sofas and a coffee table or outdoor 3-seat sofas together with an armchair and a coffee table with a total max L102", max W65" and max H34".
  Black 704.114.99 $49.99
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